SARS-CoV-2 Virus Monitoring
Services for Wastewater
Collection Systems
Geosyntec employs diagnostic methods to monitor SARS-CoV-2 virus
prevalence in communities by testing municipal sewer systems
Public health officials and municipalities can benefit from reliable data on SARS-CoV-2 virus prevalence
in their communities.
Geosyntec provides timely wastewater data to public agencies to help them make informed decisions
about appropriate, community specific responses that do the most good for the population, while
balancing economic impacts. Our approach is to monitor the sewer system for the flow normalized
presence and concentration of SARS-CoV-2 virus. Routine monitoring requires periodic grab or
proportional composite samples along targeted areas of the collection system. The frequency of
sampling may be adjusted based on the occurrence of the virus in the sewage and available reported
COVID-19 cases and population data. Testing will help clients understand how prevalent SARS-CoV-2
virus is in each community.
Recent research on the occurrence of the SARS-CoV-2 virus in sewage indicates that the virus
concentration may increase well before patient cases are reported. Sewage analysis is also able
to monitor contributions from asymptomatic and mild cases. This is a valuable tool for public health
agencies to monitor the spread of the viral infection in their communities and can also be used to inform
where there are areas with more infected individuals than others. Lift stations may also be sampled
to alert public health officials to specific communities that may be hot spots for infection risk. Periodic
sewage analysis for SARS-CoV-2 could provide a sentinel for the onset of a surge in infections in time
for the community to take protective actions that may stem the magnitude of infections. These analyses
can also provide a basis for safely relaxing social distancing and sheltering in place guidelines as the
concentration in the sewage decreases.
Analysis of environmental samples, such as from public beaches, could also be used to inform public
health decisions for recreational activities. Geosyntec has a long-standing water microbial practice with
leading expertise in microbial source tracking, Quantitative Microbial Risk Assessment (QMRA), and
ocean health study design that includes use of the latest technologies such as droplet digital PCR,
next generation sequencing, and viral analysis, as well as implementation planning to address elevated
pathogens in recreational waters

How We Can Help

Geosyntec employs reverse transcriptase-quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) for
detecting SARS-CoV-2 in sewage and environmental samples. Our analysis reduces the potential for
false positives by detecting unique SARS-CoV-2 genes on the viral RNA. Positive and negative controls,
as well as internal amplification controls, ensure each analysis is accurate and will yield a positive result
if the viral RNA is present. Geosyntec’s analytical approach is:
• Highly sensitive—the detection limit is as low as 20 virus particles per liter of sewage
• Safe to collect—risk of infection to field sampling personnel is no different than sampling for
other operating parameters
• Reliable—clinical methodology has been adapted for environmental testing using widely
accepted RT-qPCR technology that provides accurate quantitation over a concentration range of
5 orders of magnitude
• Sustainable—does not require critically-needed testing materials from the healthcare supply
chain
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Our business
is helping you
safeguard your
communities
• Providing quantitative data
for informed decisions by
your local health officials
• Creating confidence that
public agencies are making
data-driven decisions
based on measured virus
concentrations in the sewer
system
• Providing critical data
early to inform economyimpacting public health
decisions about public
spaces and business
operations
• Providing ongoing
monitoring to check for
recurrence of SARS-CoV-2

SARS-CoV-2 Virus Monitoring Services
for Wastewater Collection Systems

Our business is helping safeguard communities

• Providing quantitative data to support informed public health decisions by local agencies

• Creating confidence that public agencies are making data-driven decisions based on measured virus concentrations in the sewer system
• Providing ongoing monitoring to track changes and acts as an early warning system for recurrence of SARS-CoV-2

• Providing critical data to inform economy-impacting public health decisions about public spaces and business operations

Virus Monitoring Services

Geosyntec’s approach to monitoring community viral prevalence focuses on detecting and quantifying SARS-CoV-2 in sewage samples that can
be a bellwether of impending changes in infection frequency in a community. In contrast, diagnosed cases are a lagging indicator of public health,
especially in areas where testing of individuals for infection is not readily available or infeasible. This approach can be further refined to target
specific geographic areas by sampling lift stations or trunk lines to identify potential COVID-19 hot spots or areas where infections are subsiding. By
incorporating these data into a GIS platform, the sewage results provide public health and wastewater agencies with advanced information necessary
to make informed decisions regarding next steps to better manage public health.

Laboratory Testing

• Geosyntec’s genetics testing lab, SiREM, provides SARS-CoV-2 specific sewage testing.

• SiREM analyzes samples by RT-qPCR, the same analysis that many public health departments and clinical labs use for medical testing.
• Positive, negative and internal amplification control samples confirm the reliability of the results.

• Safe and fast sample delivery to the SiREM lab in Knoxville, TN via overnight shipping on ice in leak-proof containers (only 250mL required
per sewage sample)

Reporting

• Turnaround time of five business days with expedited service available for quicker results

• Geosyntec will prepare a sewer-specific database and GIS platform to aid in the temporal and spatial analysis of the SARS-CoV-2 results.

• Geosyntec’s analysis will document on-going data collection to detect increasing or decreasing temporal trends of SARS-CoV-2 and spatial
location in the sewage collection system.
• Geosyntec understands the need for confidentiality associated with the testing program and the analytical data and therefore all data is
treated as confidential

Support Services

• Trained field personnel with appropriate personal protective equipment
• Sewage sample kits and SARS-CoV-2 testing

• Collaboration with your staff to establish an appropriate sampling and analysis plan
• Data management and presentation

• Support on technical questions regarding sampling, analysis and data interpretation at public meetings, commission meetings, and with
municipal officials

For more information,
contact
Duane Graves

(865) 330-0037
dgraves@geosyntec.com

Mary deFlaun

(609) 493-9005
mdeflaun@geosyntec.com

About Geosyntec

With over 1,500 employees in 80+
locations in the US, Canada, UK,
Ireland, and Australia, Geosyntec
provides the engineering and
science needed to respond to this
pandemic.
For additional COVID-19-related
services, visit
geosyntec.com/COVID-19
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